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About This Content

Begin a whole new campaign taking control of the Blood Angels Space Marines as you battle the Ork invaders from the ash wastes
of Armageddon all the way to the deepest caverns and claustrophobic corridors of the massive Hive cities!

At the climactic moment of the 2nd War for Armageddon, three Space Marine chapters descend from the skies above to aid the
beleaguered defenders of Hiveworld Armageddon. Now take control of the Blood Angels and re-live their contribution to this

epic confrontation in a brand new campaign for Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon.

This campaign features 10 all new missions organized into three Acts that follow the exploits and heroic deeds of the Blood
Angels during the 2nd War for Armageddon. Engage the Orkish tides in vicious close quarter combat set deep within the

confines of the enormous Hive cities that dominate the world of Armageddon.

This campaign is an expansion for Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon and requires Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon to be
played

CAMPAIGN MISSION LIST

Act 1 Hive Fighting:

Archeron Intervention
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Depths of Archeron

Holding Hades

Act 2 Tartarus:

Hunting a Warlord

Tartarus Hive

Helsreach by Sea

Act 3 Ork Eviction:

Equatorial Pathfinder

Purging Volcanus

Walls of Tempestora

Docks of Tempestora
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Very interesting game. Nostalgia for the games of the 90s ;D
The game has many locations, weapons, improvements, enemies
+ Achievements
+ Interesting story
+ Beautiful graphics
+ Good music

My mark: 10/10. If you love UK Railroads, especially older ones, you won't be disappointed!

The Class 37 is very well made and fun to drive & the Scenery is just gorgeous.
I'd love to see more Services with the Class 08 in the future though.

Performance wise i get between 65 - 85 fps with a Gtx 1080, i7-4790k.
. although its $20 for pretty much the same type of local as the ALP-45 its worth it especially now that it comes with the
MultiLevels.. Possibly one of my favourite rhythm games I have played. Only playing on metal difficulty (hard) and it lives up
to its title considering the main guns are only two buttons trying to focus on where to shoot, getting my grenades oh and dodging
an undead dinosaur that shoots fricking laser beams out of its fricking head the game is both enjoyable and challenging.

This game has it all, hilarious easter eggs such as metalchete, quotes from tenacious D, KKK zombies, katy perry lyrics what
more can you want! Hopefully recording this soon but Highly recommend this game to all metal music lovers and all rhythm
game lovers!
. This game is just amazing, never played games of this genre but now it looks awesome to me ))). I really want to recommend
it, but I just can't. The graphics and animation are great, the sound is good - and the main theme is awesome.

It's just.... the actual adventuring part of this adventure game doesn't work very well. The puzzles are pretty arbitrary in places,
with no real explanation or logic of what you're supposed to be doing which just leads to trying every combination of stuff to try
to get through it. There are places where it feels you have to use the 'show hotspots' function to get any further, which is at least
better than playing hunt-the-pixel, but there are times where you use the in-game hint system for a bit of direction that seems a
bit random from where you've been already.

The general story is interesting enough but, again, I'm just not all that keen on the actual implementation. The final episode was
a bit of an anticlimax after spending so much time beating my head against a wall trying to move forwards through the earlier
episodes.. Those familiar with the term "Nintendo Hard" will feel right at home with this madness right here. It's loads of fun
and definitely anger inducing, like GEEZ... I wouldn't suggest being around mixed company when playing this as it will cause
you to fill the room with that foul language. It's a mix of the old gradius vibe with some of that mindbreaking "bullet hell" that
everyone loves.

That aside, the graphics are really good. Think a step above SNES, with sprites that stand out and sound effects that keep your
attention. I don't really enjoy the soundtrack too much, but the option to turn it down is available. My only major major gripe is
the inability to actually pause the game with the start button on my Xbox 360 USB controller. It requires me to press Q instead
and while it might not be a huge deal for some, a shooter like this is kind of hard enough to survive without having to reach over
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to press Q when I could easily press the START button.

All in all, it's a fun game that comes cheap (and even cheaper with a steam sale) and for 4 insanely hard levels, it's not bad at all.
I definitely recommend this welcome distraction.
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a cute little game that i wish was a lot longer. It's a simple game but damn, do I love it! :)

There's something really relaxing about landing planes and choppers for an hour or two.. Too short completed in 10 minutes, but
fun. If you want to get the trading cards u will have to leave the game open, I will do that.. Best game i've ever played
. Old, but hilarious.. I bought this because i read that it plays a lot like mega man.
Yes it does.
16 levels of pure platforming bliss.

Only thing i dislike about the game is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 achievements.. DogFighter is an extremely
fun flight combat game. The level of customization, the decent number of maps and the plethora of game modes really sell this
game. DogFighter is more than a dogfighting simulator, it is a dogfighting game. You should totally get this game while it is
cheap.

It is tough to find a match online but when you do get into a match the game is totally worth it.

If you haven't already listened to me and bought this game, you sir are a fool. Primarily because you didn't listen to me.

Verdict: BUY. it wont let me play. Neat little game with the first book being free
The visuals are great but it seems to be lacking at least the first book felt like it needed more to it

Other then that this was a great novelish RPG!

+ Good Visuals
+ Nice Combat
+ Card-like Gear System

- Book 1 is only about an hour long
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